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START LIVING UNDER THE REAL SKY 
Welcome to the world of Ellements, where outdoor living is elevated to an art form. Our premium range of 
outdoor furniture and products is designed to transform your outdoor spaces into luxurious retreats. 

Crafted with a perfect blend of style, comfort, and durability, each piece reflects our commitment to 
excellence. Create a unique outdoor experience that truly embodies your personal style. Experience the 
essence of outdoor living with Ellements and discover a new level of luxury. 

OUTDOOR 
DINING

OUTDOOR 
SEATING & SOFA

OUTDOOR
BALCONY & PATIO

POOLSIDE BEDS & 
LOUNGERS

GARDEN & POOL 
UMBRELLA

OUTDOOR BARS CABANAS & SWINGS ACCESSORIES OUTDOOR FABRIC POTTERY

CREATING STUNING OUTDOOR SPACES
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PREMIUM QUALITY 

MADE IN
INDIA
PRODUCT

Ellements’ established reputation is a result of delivering an extensive range of the finest quality 
products to create distinctive outdoor spaces. Our design oriented outdoor furniture line offers 
unparalleled durability, giving you years of luxury outdoor living. 

Made from the most premium grade raw materials and finely crafted to meet the highest quality
standards, our products are made to endure the harsh outdoors.  All this backed by an uncompromised 
warranty and reputed after sales services support.  

14
YEARS OF

OUTDOOR
FURNISHING

Unmatched
product collections

All weather
durability

Low maintenance
furniture

Premium luxury
& comfort

3 Years product
warranty*

Reputed after
sales services

COME ENJOY OUTDOOR LIVING WITH US
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Customize with Ellements

Because no two customers are alike, Ellements offers you the complete ‘Freedom to Choose’. So create 
what you want to suit your space and style. 

Our customization options allows you to design your outdoor furniture with a preferred colour, weave 
pattern and cushion fabric

Speak to our Customer Experience Officer on +91 96770 47073 for more on customizing your 
Ellements outdoor furniture. 

Choose your COLOUR

Choose your WEAVE

Choose your FABRIC

PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION
STYLE AND DURABILITY TAILORED FOR EVERY SPACE!
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Shimmer Pewter
Premium

Shimmer Russet
Premium

Mocca Java

White Wash

Arabica Seashell Black Elegance Brown

White

Cappuccino Honey Java Brown

Antique Bronze Bitter Brown Black Cable Brown Camel Brown

Carbon Coffee Honey Ivory Mahogany

Menthol Mocha Rustic Patina Silver White

For more visit: https://ellements.in/outdoor-fabrics/

Disclaimer:  
1.  Colours represented in the catalogue may differ due to printing medium. 
2. For a comprehensive overview of our upholstery range, please contact our sales team.  

Flat Ribbed Jaggered Loom Ribbed Triple Barrel

Weave Patterns
(options only on ellements wicker)
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Stone Canvas

Savane Eris

Mimosa

Riviera Blue Pumpkin

Amber PistachioGrey Chine

AmethystKomo Coua

Blue Chine

Quadri Grey Komo TamnyTaupe Chine

Myosotis

Carmine

Mint

Paris Red

Logan Sand

Marfil Pidera Blanco Scarlet

Rojo Mandarina Amarillo Turkis
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Acqua

Rayure azul

Natural Arancio Blue Senape

Polvere Nero Bor Deaux Blue Natural
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Outdoor Dining
Indulge in the ultimate outdoor dining experience with Ellements' luxurious dining sets. Crafted with 
sophistication and style, our sets are designed to create memorable outdoor dining moments. Whether 
you're hosting a dinner party or enjoying a quiet meal alfresco, our premium tables & chairs provide the 
perfect setting. Available in configurations of four, six, or eight seats, our dining sets offer versatility and 
elegance. Choose from square, round, or rectangular tables to suit your space, and enjoy the convenience 
of stackable chairs for easy storage. Elevate your outdoor dining experience with Ellements. 
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Outdoor Seating & Sofa
Ellements' outdoor seating and sofas offer a luxurious upgrade to your outdoor spaces, creating versatile 
seating areas in gardens, terraces, by the poolside and beneath pergolas. Crafted with high-quality 
materials, our outdoor seating extends your indoor comfort to the outdoors. Explore our premium wicker 
seating range, featuring a variety of designs, styles, and setups. Mix and match single-seaters, two-seaters, 
three-seaters, modular sets or combine different designs to complement eclectic, modern, or traditional 
themes. Our seating and sofas offer extensive flexibility, allowing you to select pieces that match your style 
and space requirements, creating a cohesive and inviting outdoor seating area.
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Outdoor Balcony & Patio
Experience the perfect blend of style and practicality with Ellements' balcony and patio furniture collection,
designed to elevate your outdoor living space. Whether you have a small apartment, hotel balcony or a 
spacious patio, our diverse selection caters to various sizes, designs, and setups. From compact sets to 
complete sofa ensembles, our pieces are crafted with versatility in mind. Create contemporary spaces 
with our seating and center table options in assorted shapes and sizes. Our all-weather furniture is built to 
last, ensuring premium durability with top-quality materials. Transform your balcony or patio into a stylish 
and functional space with Ellements' outdoor furniture.
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Outdoor Poolside Beds & Sun Loungers
Ellements presents an exclusive range of ergonomically designed pool loungers and sunbeds that exhibits 
luxury & splendor at hotels, resorts and private residences. A choice of loungers, recliners with  ottoman 
extensions and sunbeds with hoods enhance and complete any outdoor space, complemented with 
superior quality upholstery and premium outdoor fabrics for hours of absolute leisure.
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Outdoor Garden & Pool Umbrellas
Manufactured from the highest-grade materials, Ellements’ poolside and garden umbrellas are built for 
high durability in hot and high wind conditions. Our umbrellas come with high tensile aluminum 
structural frames combined with stainless steel tensioners and HDPE components making them sturdy 
and easy to set-up. Adorned in tear and fade-resistant fabric to tackle gusty wind these umbrellas add 
grandeur to gardens & all outdoor spaces.  
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Outdoor Bars
Elevate your hotel, residence, or vacation spot with Ellements' outdoor bar sets. Our high bar tables and 
stools offer chic seating options, ideal for relaxation or socializing. Designed to maximize space, these sets 
are perfect for small areas like sit-outs, patios, decks or backyards. With a variety of shapes and styles, 
Ellements' bar sets effortlessly blend with existing furniture, creating stylish and inviting outdoor bars.
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Outdoor Cabanas & Swings
Escape the every day with Ellements' cabanas and swings, offering a gateway to outdoor serenity. 
Whether you are seeking a backyard retreat or a tropical getaway, our products blend comfort & elegance, 
creating idyllic outdoor havens. Crafted for durability and aesthetics, our cabanas provide shade and 
seclusion, while our swings offer blissful relaxation, creating the perfect outdoor sanctuary. With 
customization options available, personalize your outdoor sanctuary to reflect your unique style and 
surroundings.
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Premium materials,
premium products

All weather resistant High durability & 
long product life

Anti corrosive
aluminium frames

Standard warranty High colour fastness Anti-fading wicker Low maintenance

Wicker Furniture - Specifications

Furniture frames are virgin extruded T5 hardness aluminium powder coated for anti-corrosion 

UV - stabilized virgin synthetic wicker to resist cracking & colour fading

Furniture is handcrafted and handwoven 

8mm thick toughened glass for all tops 
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On 
Outdoor Fabrics

Maximum UV protection
97% of UV blocking

Water fastness 100 % Recyclable

Class 1 (Articles for babies)
Non allergic-inert polymer

Made in Europe All Weather Proof Excellent protection
against sunlight

degradation

OUTDOOR FABRIC

Premium outdoor furniture deserves nothing but the best when it comes to outdoor fabrics, which is 
why Ellements offers the world’s leading brands in outdoor fabric as a choice to dress up our range. 

Ellements offers exclusive fabrics that are made from the toughest acrylic fibers, solution-dyed to resist 
stains and deterioration with UV exposure. This means fabric will not fade or wash out, ensuring they 
remain bright and colourful for years.

Solution dyed colours
offers very good colour

stability Rot-Proof

Water Repellent Thermal welding 
fabric

Excellent tear 
resistance & breaking 

strength

Upholstery - Specifications

Furnishing options available in weather-resistant upholstery, are solution dyed outdoor grade fabrics

Base cushions are 28 density foam. Loose cushions are polyfill

Umbrella fabrics are 295 GSM, 220x220 yarn count for higher durability, fade resistance and longer life 
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